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Volume 92 Number 2 (1991), in the article “A Domain Equation for
Bisimulation,” by Samson Abramsky, pages 161–218
Abramsky’s seminal article [3] is devoted to a detailed concurrency-theoretic application of the
author’s “theory of domains in logical form” programme [4]. One of the main results in [3] is a logical
characterization of the finitary bisimulation (cf. Theorem 5.8 on p. 191). (See [5] for a behavioural
characterization of the finitary bisimulation.) More precisely, Abramsky shows that two processes in
any transition system are related by the finitary bisimulation iff they are related by the preorder on
processes induced by the finitary version of the domain logic for transition systems synthesized in [3].
This result is really the acid test for the goodness of the domain logic for transition systems, in that
it shows that, unlike Hennessy–Milner logic [6, 7], its finitary version captures exactly the finitely
observable distinctions made by the notion of bisimulation.
Unfortunately, there is a subtle error in the proof of Theorem 5.8 on p. 191. The interpretation of
the domain logic in [3] yields a logic which is sufficiently powerful to distinguish processes that are
related by the finitary bisimulation. This is in contrast to the interpretation of the domain logic for
transition systems offered by Abramsky in his doctoral dissertation [1]. The original interpretation
of the domain logic is subtly different from the one published in the journal article [3], and is the
correct one. In particular, the logical characterization theorem for the finitary bisimulation offered in [1,
Theorem 5.5.8] does hold. The researchers who wish to apply Abramsky’s domain logic for transition
systems in their work should therefore use the version presented in [1, Chap. 5] in lieu of that offered
in the journal paper.
In the remainder of this communication, we present a simple counterexample to Theorem 5.8 on
p. 191 of [3] and show that the version of the finitary domain logic presented in [3] is strictly more
expressive than the original version of the logic from [1]. Familiarity with [3] is assumed below, although
some basic definitions are repeated briefly for the sake of clarity.
Let (Proc, Act,!;") be a transition system in the sense of [3, Definition 2.1]. The finitary bisimu-
lation, denoted by <»F , is defined thus: for every p; q 2 Proc,
p<»
F
q iff for every finite synchronization tree t , t <»B p implies t <»Bq;
where <»B is the partial bisimulation preorder defined in [3, Definition 2.2]. Intuitively, p <»F q holds
for two processes p and q iff the observations, in the sense of [2], of finite-depth and width that are
afforded by p are included in those afforded by q. An instructive example of the role played by finite
width in observations, and of the weakness of <»F over infinite branching processes, is the following:
EXAMPLE 0.1. Assume that ActDfai j i ‚ 0g and that i 6D j implies ai 6D a j . Consider the synchro-
nization trees All# and All" given by
All# Dn
X
i‚0
ai : O
All" Dn All# C˜:
Then All# <»F All" holds, even though All# is convergent and All" is not. In fact, let t be a finite syn-
chronization tree such that t <»B All#. We shall now argue that t <»B All" must also hold. First, note that
t <»
B All# implies that t ". (This is easy to see because otherwise the finite synchronization tree t would
have to have the infinite set Act as its set of initial actions.) Next we remark that if t a! t 0 for some actin
a, then t 0 <»B O. From these two observations, it follows immediately that t <»B All".
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The moral of the above example is that observations based on finite synchronization trees cannot, in
general, be used to test the convergence of a process that, like All# above, can perform infinitely many
distinct initial actions.
The processes described by the synchronization trees All# and All" are at the heart of our counter-
example disproving Theorem 5.8 in [3]. Before discussing the example, we review, for the sake of
clarity, Abramsky’s domain logic for transition systems, as originally presented in [1].
Abramsky’s (finitary) domain logic for transition systemsL! (over a set of actions Act) is a two-sorted
language with sorts … (process) and • (capability). We write L!… (respectively, L!• ) for the class of
formulae of sort … (respectively, •) which are defined inductively as follows,
f`i 2 L!¾ gi2IV
i2I `i ;
W
i2I `i 2 L!¾
a 2 Act; ` 2 L!…
a(`) 2 L!•
` 2 L!•
`; ` 2 L!…
where I is a finite index set, and ¾ 2 f…; •g. As usual, we write true for Vi2; `i .
Given a transition system (Proc, Act,!;"), we define
Cap Dn f?g [ (Act£ Proc) (the set of capabilities)
C(p) Dn f? j p "g [ fha; qi j p a! qg (the set of capabilities of process p):
The satisfaction relations
jD… µ Proc£ L!…
and
jD• µ Cap£ L!•
are now defined thus (¾ 2 f…; •g; w 2 Proc [ Cap):
wjD¾
^
i2I
`i Dn 8i 2 I: w jD¾ `i
wjD¾
_
i2I
`i Dn 9i 2 I :w jD¾ `i
pjD… ` Dn 8c 2 C(p): c jD• `
pjD… ` Dn 9c 2 C(p) [ f?g: c jD• `
cjD• a(`) Dn 9q: c D ha; qi and q jD… `:
In his doctoral dissertation [1], Abramsky shows that the finitary bisimulation coincides with the preorder
over processes induced by the finitary domain logic for transition systems presented
(cf. [1, Theorem 5.5.8]), i.e., that p <»F q holds exactly when the formulae satisfied by p are also
satisfied by q . In light of the example we previously discussed, this means, in particular, that no formula
of the finitary domain logic from [1] is satisfied only by convergent processes—such a formula would
be satisfied by All#, but not by All".
In contrast with the above considerations, a formula satisfied only by convergent processes can be
constructed in the version of the finitary domain logic for transition systems presented by Abramsky in
[3]. The satisfaction relation for the h and e modalities is given thus in [3]:
p k–… ` Dn p # and 8c 2 C(p): c k–• `
p k–… ` Dn 9c 2 C(p) : c k–• `
With this interpretation, the formula true is satisfied exactly by all the convergent processes. In light of
the previously discussed example, the presence of such a formula invalidates Theorem 5.8 on p. 191
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of [3], which states the logical characterization theorem for the finitary bisimulation in terms of the
version of the finitary domain logic offered in [3].
The error in the proof of Theorem 5.8 in [3] can be traced to the falsity of [3, Theorem 4.5]. This
result states that every process formula in the finitary domain logic can be effectively transformed into
an equivalent one in strong disjunctive normal form (cf. Definition 4.4 on p. 182 of [3]). This result is
incorrect because, as the reader can easily verify, the formula true has no equivalent strong disjunctive
normal form.
The interpretation of the domain logic presented in [3] yields a logic that is strictly more expressive
that the original one from [1]. To see that this is indeed the case, we shall define a semantics preserving
translation from the domain logic in [1] to that in [3]. In order to define this translation, it will be
convenient to recall the predicate" on formulae from [1, p. 102]. This is the smallest predicate satisfying
¡V
i2I `i
¢" Dn 8i 2 I :`i"¡W
i2I `i
¢" Dn 9i 2 I: `i"
(`)" Dn `"
(`)" Dn `":
Intuitively, `" means that ` is logically equivalent to true in the interpretation of the finitary domain
logic given in [1]. We write `# iff it is not the case that `".
We now define the translation `⁄ of a formula ` thus:
¡V
i2I `i
¢⁄ Dn ^
i2I
`⁄i¡W
i2I `i
¢⁄ Dn _
i2I
`⁄i
(`)⁄ Dn
(
true if `"
(`⁄) otherwise
(`)⁄ Dn
(
true if `"
(`⁄) otherwise
(a(`))⁄ Dn a(`⁄):
Then:
PROPOSITION 0.1. In any transition system,
(1) p jD… ` , p k–…`⁄
(2) c jD• ` , c k–•`⁄:
Proof. The two statements are proven simultaneously by induction on the structure of `. The proof
is routine, using Proposition 5.4.2 on p. 103 of [1]. Here we only present a sketch of the proof of the
“only if” implication for statement (1) when ` takes the form ˆ for some ˆ#. To this end, assume that
p jD… ˆ . This means that c jD• ˆ for every c 2 C(p). As ˆ#, Proposition 5.4.2(i) of [1] yields that ?
is not a capability of p, i.e., that p converges. By the inductive hypothesis, we now infer that c k–•ˆ⁄
for every c 2 C(p). It follows that p k–…ˆ⁄, which was to be shown. j
In view of the above result, every formula in the finitary domain logic from [1] is equivalent to one in
the finitary logic from [3]. On the other hand, the formula true in the logic from [3] cannot be expressed
in the logic from [1, Chap. 5].
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